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	Designed By: Claude Renaud
	Image2_af_image: 
	NPC Type: [(Notable NPC)]
	Text2: Kiru
	Command: 3
	Conn: 4
	Security: 5
	Engineering: 1
	Science: --
	Medicine: --
	Control: 10
	Daring: 13
	Fitness: 11
	Insight: 12
	Presence: 4
	Reason: 8
	Resistance: 6 (0 vs Sonic-based)
	Stress: 16
	Focuses: Ambush Predator, Stealth, Natural Weapons.
	backstory: Standing approx. 9' tall, the creature appears to be a cross between a humanoid & an insect, with distended, almost elongated limbs & a huge, stretched head with a gigantic, grinning maw filled with razor-sharp, metallic teeth. The eyes are the most noticeable aspect - huge, mirrored surfaces that seem to reflect the terror of its victims. Although a biped, the creature is equipped with 6 writhing tentacles & a long, sinuous tail. It moves with great speed & agility, it is more than capable of scaling the sides of a wall or hanging beneath a ceiling. Although a carnivore, it must consume regular doses of serotonin to survive - a chemical found within humanoid brains. Uniquely, they are not carbon-based life. Instead, their lifecycle is based on an unknown crystalline structure. 
	Values: 
	0: I instill terror in my vicitims.

	SpecialRules: Block Detection: They are able to block all forms of detection, which extends to psi-talents. The creature must spend an Action concentrating on concealing itself, & for the next hour it can conceal itself from all detection. It's image will fade from tricorders/sensors & its `psychic spoor' simply seems to vanish from any psi-talented individual's perception. However, it is still visible to conventional senses.Fear Toxin: Its natural weapons are impregnated with an extremely potent toxin, which induces a feeling of abject terror, often reducing the unfortunate victim into a nightmare-filled, comatose state. Must make a Fitness roll or become stunned for the next 1CD rounds. Immunity to Mind Influencing Effects: Its mind is completely alien & therefore cannot be affected by any mind influencing effects, such as psi-talents or drugs.Vulnerable to Sonic Attacks: It is almost invulnerable to conventional weapons, even explosions have little effect. However, the crystal lattice that forms its cells is extremely vulnerable to sonic disruption. Any hit from a sonic-based weapon automatically causes double damage & ignores it's Resistance. In addition, any successful Critical Success roll with a sonic weapon will immediately cause the creature to disintegrate into a pile of dust.
	Dice1: 8
	Dice2: 7
	Dice4: 6
	Dice3: 6
	CD1: A
	CD2: A
	CD3: A
	CD4: A
	Weap2: Bite (+2CD, Melee, Lethal, Vicious 1, Piercing 3, Intense, Toxin)
	Weap3: Tail (+1CD, Melee, Non-lethal, Intense)
	Weap4: Tentacles x6 (+1CD, Non-lethal)
	Weap1: Claws x2 (+3CD, Melee, 2H, Lethal, Vicious 1, Piercing 5)
	Traits: Kiru, Crystalline-based lifeform, 


